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Introduction
The London Borough of Hillingdon has high ambitions for children and young people
including those with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).
We firmly believe that children and young people (CYP) including those with the most
complex needs should have access to good local provision and every opportunity to
achieve good outcomes, whether this be education, employment, independent living,
participation in their community or being as healthy as possible.
In Hillingdon we have created an all age Disability Service which includes an Early
Support Team, Inclusion Team, Sensory Intervention Team, SEND Information Advice
and Support Service, Educational Psychology Team, SEND Team, Transport Team and
Social Care Teams for people with disabilities (all age). The intention is to provide a
seamless approach for families which puts our residents first through person centred and
outcome focussed working and which involves families in shaping our service delivery.
We use the team around the child/family approaches, with appropriate sharing of
information and key working is built in to everyday practice. We aim to build greater
resilience in families from the earliest stages following a preventative model of working.
With internal and external partners we are building our capacity for specialist support to
be available as needed, such as an all age Positive Behaviour Support Service and we
are working with Hillingdon Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) to transform care based
on "Supporting People with a learning disability and/or autism who display behaviour that
challenges, including those with a mental health condition".
We have a good range of specialist provision in the borough but the Additional Needs
Strategy sets out a need for ongoing developments to ensure there is sufficient for the
growing population. Currently the number of CYP who have to attend school out of the
borough is too high and this has implications for their family lives, friendships and future
expectations. A special Free School opened in September 2014 and is increasing in size,
3 new specialist resourced provisions (SRPs) have been opened in mainstream schools
and one SRP has expanded but more is required, particularly at the secondary level.
We know we need to do more to enable a greater proportion of CYP with Education,
Health and Care (EHC) Plans to attend their local mainstream education settings.
Families tell us that they do not feel that their children are always welcomed in their local
schools.
Our School Improvement Plan sets out our high expectations for all CYP and we want
nothing less for those with SEND, whether they are working at the SEN Support level or
require statutory interventions. We acknowledge that schools sometimes require
specialist input to enable them to successfully include CYP with a wide range of special
needs and our new Inclusion Team has set out in an Inclusion Policy how it will do this.
We are currently producing an all age Autism Plan and recognise that we have rising
numbers of people diagnosed with autism in the borough. Elements of the existing
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pathway for people with autism do not meet our expected standards and we are
committed to developing these services, with our partners.
We are currently developing a Short Breaks Strategy and reviewing our Short Breaks
Statement as families tell us that short breaks are not currently meeting all their needs.
We offer a high number of direct payments but there isn't always anything appropriate for
families to purchase.
We know that there isn't always suitable college provision in the borough and some
young people have to travel outside the area to access what they need. We are
committed to supporting the development of greater capacity for the 16 to 24 year old
group to enable them to continue to develop their skills for independence. A new
specialist provider will be offering provision in the borough from September 2016.
In Hillingdon we have allocated considerable resources to developing supported living
schemes which provide adults with disabilities with far greater opportunities for living
independently, with support as necessary, with their own tenancies. We know that we still
have a high number of adults in residential care, usually out of the borough, and we are
committed to working with providers to continue to develop our range of supported living
schemes in the borough. We will also ensure that pathways are in place for those young
people who are eligible for services as they become adults who would like to live in their
own flats.
Accessing paid employment is not straightforward for young people and adults with
disabilities and we know that the number of our adult service users who are in paid
employment is too low. We are working with education providers and employers to
implement two Project Search sites and have plans in place to develop a wide range of
other supported internship opportunities for our young people.
In 2014 we implemented an Independent Travel Training scheme with Ealing Mencap
which has proved successful at increasing the number of young people who are able to
travel independently. We also implemented a personal transport budget offer which has
seen around 40 people access this option so far, providing them with far greater choice
and control over their CYP's travel arrangements. We are currently reviewing the way in
which travel assistance is made available to our residents to ensure a focus on safety,
value for money and increasing independence.
We reviewed our transition arrangements (from childhood to adulthood) in 2015 and know
that we can make further improvements to the experience of our residents with
disabilities. We are committed to improving experiences and outcomes and are working
with our partners to do so.
In 2014 we implemented the SEND reforms as set out in the Children and Families Act so
we now co-ordinate EHC needs assessments, undertake transfers from Statements to
EHC Plans, we have a published Local Offer, we are offering personal budgets albeit
these are limited, we have a Joint Commissioning Strategy with our partner CCG and are
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actively working on an integrated therapy model. We plan to review our progress on
implementation of the SEND reforms during 2016.
We are aware that professionals' understanding of developing shared outcomes has not
yet embedded and we are developing guidance which we plan to roll out together with
multi-agency training in 2016. This will take the form of a Toolkit for professionals.
Overall, whilst we feel we have made considerable progress, we are confident that we
can do more to improve the outcomes for CYP and adults with disabilities and those with
special educational needs in the borough and this strategy aims to set out how we intend
to achieve this
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What children and young people and their parents/carers have told us
In May/June 2016, we undertook a SEND survey for parents and carers of children and
young people with SEND. The purpose of the survey was to identify general satisfaction
of parents/carers with the current provision of SEND services/support and identify any
improvements that could be made. The full report on the survey is available at Appendix
K.
Summary of Key Findings
The majority of the parents/carers (76%) who responded to the survey care for children
aged between 5 and 16 years of age.
The majority of respondents (73%) indicated that their children attend either a:
● Mainstream pre-school
● Mainstream primary school; or
● Mainstream secondary school
A minority of 5 (2.8%) of the respondents stated that their child was in employment
(including voluntary employment).
175 (94.6%) respondents consider their child to have special educational needs and/or
disabilities. Of the types of SEND options given the majority of needs identified were:
● Communication and interaction (69%)
● Learning difficulties (64.9%)
● Social, emotional and mental health (58.6%)
When asked how their child’s needs were identified, the top three responses were:
● By a nursery or class teacher or Special Needs Co-ordinator (SENCO) (20.3%)
● By a GP (14.7%)
● By an educational psychologist (11.9%)
122 (68.2%) respondents are either satisfied or very satisfied with the timeliness of the
identification of their child’s needs, with 57 (31.8%) either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied
with how long it took for their child to receive an assessment and diagnosis.
162 (87.6%) respondents stated that their child is currently receiving support for their
needs, the majority of which is provided at school and via a statement or Education,
Health and Care Plan.
Generally satisfaction with SEND services is positive with a minority who remain
dissatisfied with some services. The reasons for this are detailed in the survey results;
however in summary the most common theme is that the parents who are dissatisfied
perceive their children to not be receiving enough support.
Feedback from parents about their experiences of using support services is disparate and
is dependent on which support services they and their children are using. In some cases
it is only a minority who report to be using specific services and this may explain why
there is a higher dissatisfaction rating across some of these services.
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In general, parents report that the services they receive are making a positive difference
to their child’s life.
Recommendations
The survey results provide a general overview of parent/carer satisfaction with local
authority, health and education services for children and young people across the
borough and may be helpful in identifying areas for improvement.
As satisfaction is dependent on service-use, it is recommended that the results from this
survey are used to initiate further engagement and satisfaction monitoring with
parents/carers regarding specific areas of dissatisfaction. This could be achieved through
customer journey mapping and the systematic capture of feedback.
A large proportion of those that responded to the survey indicated that they would be
willing to work with the local authority and its partners in the future and their contact
details have been captured. It is recommended that a ‘parent/carer engagement
database’ be developed that can be used by the services to consult with parents/carers
about services in the future.
It is already proposed that a survey/interviews with the children and young people using
these services is conducted. This could be developed and delivered via the CYP
Participation Network.
More specific recommendations will be developed through this process and added to the
Action Plan.
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Our Vision
Our vision for children and young people with special educational needs and disabilities is
the same as for all children and young people – that they achieve well in early years, at
school and in college, and lead happy and fulfilled lives.
More widely our vision for people with disabilities mirrors: that they are able to live
fulfilling and rewarding lives within a society that accepts and understands them. They
can access assessments and support if they need it, and they can depend on mainstream
public services to treat them fairly as individuals, helping them to make the most of their
talents.
This means:
● having the opportunity to attend local good quality education settings with
seamless transitions, including adult learning
● having access to short breaks or respite that is fun and helps to develop
independence whilst giving parents/carers planned breaks from their caring duties
● having support to develop the skills necessary for independence, in learning and
everyday life
● having access to support to get and keep hold of a job
● being able to choose where to live
● having relationships and social networks
● having health needs identified and met
● being safe from hate crime and discrimination
● living in a society where people understand, respect and accommodate
differences; and
● receiving good quality support to live as independently as possible.
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The Aims of the Strategy
The overarching aim of this strategy is to improve the outcomes for children, young
people and young adults with disabilities and those with special educational needs. By
this we mean holistic outcomes relating to education, employment, independent living,
participation in their community and being as healthy as possible.
In order to do this we aim to:
1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)

10)
11)

12)
13)

14)

develop our approach to the team around the child/family meetings, sharing of
information and developing shared outcomes so that we can be confident that we
have implemented and embedded a ‘tell us once approach’;
support the development of sufficient good quality specialist educational provision in
the borough, including 6th form and college, and reduce the number of children and
young people (CYP) who have to attend school/college at a distance from home;
create a new approach to travel assistance which not only keeps people safe, but
has a focus on developing independence and greater choice and control for our
residents;
develop an integrated therapy model with Hillingdon CCG and evidence over time
will show an improvement in outcomes for those CYP receiving therapies;
continue to implement our Inclusion policy such that we can enable local
mainstream education settings to feel confident to successfully include a wider
range of CYP;
complete our review of short breaks to ensure our offer meets the changing needs
of our residents who have CYP with disabilities;
complete our all age Autism Plan to ensure we have in place the correct pathways
and provision, jointly with our partners;
continue to deliver on our action plan related to improving the experience of
transition into adulthood, with our partners;
continue to support the development of a wider range of supported living
opportunities with a clear pathway to independent living and ensure we use our data
effectively to plan for future needs;
continue to develop a range of supported internship pathways and increase the
number of people with disabilities who are in paid employment;
review our all age Sensory Intervention service to ensure that people with a visual,
hearing or multi-sensory impairment can access local provision/services and be
included in their local community, with increased independence;
review our Educational Psychology Service delivery model with schools/early year
settings/college to ensure it is supporting improved outcomes for CYP;
continue to design our new person centred all age Disability Register and then see
an increase in the number of people registered with this information being used to
support the joint commissioning process;
continue to work with DisabledGo to ensure our residents with disabilities have
detailed information available to them on accessibility of buildings, services, parks
etc and this provides work experience opportunities for people with disabilities;
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15) review our implementation of the SEND reforms and take any necessary actions as
a result, including ongoing review of the Local Offer;
16) continue to develop our approach to participation of CYP with SEND in designing
and reviewing our services (sometimes called co-production) through our
Participation Network;
17) implement our Transforming Care action plan aiming to transform our services in
response to "Supporting People with a learning disability and/or autism who display
behaviour that challenges, including those with a mental health condition".
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Where we are now
Children, Young People and Young Adults with Education, Health and Care Plans
As at August 2016 there were 1,818 children with a statement of SEN or EHC Plan who
were the responsibility of the London Borough of Hillingdon (either in Hillingdon schools
or elsewhere). Of these children:
●

738 attended mainstream schools

●

98 attended resourced provision (SRPs) within mainstream schools

●

589 attended state funded special schools

●

64 attended special free schools

●

127 attended non-maintained or independent special schools

●

107 were in further education

●

53 are no school (to be addressed)

●

26 are ‘other’ (ie educated otherwise than at school by parents)

●

16 attended Early Years settings

Source: BSL SEN database, 1/8/2016

Of these children with statements/EHCPs they are recorded as having their primary need
as:
●

Autism Spectrum Disorder = 639

●

Social, Emotional and Mental Health Difficulties = 150

●

Hearing Impairment = 44

●

Visual Impairment = 27

●

Physical Disability = 101

●

Moderate Learning Difficulties = 186

●

Severe Learning Difficulties = 172

●

Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties = 36

●

Specific Learning Difficulties = 41

●

Speech, Language and Communication Needs = 350

●

Multi-Sensory Impairment = 3
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●

Other / Medical = 41

●

Blank records = 28 (to be addressed)

Source: BSL SEN database, 1/8/2016

There is clear evidence over time of a significant increase in the number of CYP with
autism. The local Autism Plan is 'all age' and seeks to respond to this.
In Hillingdon 20.7% of children with Statements/EHC Plans attend state funded
mainstream schools compared to 30.6% in London and 25.3% in England. 5.8% of pupils
with statements/EHC Plans in Hillingdon attend a resource base in a mainstream school,
compared to 4% in London and 2.9% in England.
(source: SFR17/2016, Table 5, published May 2016):
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/statements-of-sen-and-ehc-plans-england-2016.

Percentages of children and young people for whom the authority maintains a statement,
or EHC Plan placed in non-maintained special schools, independent special schools and
other independent schools:
Hillingdon 7.6%
London 9.2%
England 6.5%
(source: SFR17/2016, Table 5, published May 2016).

We are continuing to develop local specialist provision and to work with mainstream
scools to develop their inclusive practices and hope to see an ongoing reduction in the
number of CYP who have to travel out of the borough to attend school. The recently
opened resourced provisoin in mainstream schools for CYP with autism/complex needs is
making a positive difference to the local options available for families.
The current school population in LBH is 51,000 (Spring Census, Jan 2016). The percentage
with a statement/EHC Plan is 2.91% compared to England (1.85%) and London (2.32%).
LBH is reviewing the threshold for a statutory assessment to encompass the 0 to 25 age
range and incorporate the changes that were made to school funding from April 2013.
There is no known reason why the percentage of pupils with EHC Plans should be so
high and as all Statements are being reviewed, over the transition to EHC Plans this is
being further explored.
It is estimated that the 0-19 population in Hillingdon will rise from 80,300 in 2016 to
87,300 in 2021, an increase of 8.7% (source: 2014 Sub National Population Projections). The
20-25 population is expected to remain static between 2016 (27,500 persons) to 2021
(27,400). This means the number of CYP with EHC Plans, could increase to 1,912 by
2020; an increase of 253.
The current age profile of CYP with EHC Plans is shown at Appendix B. Hillingdon has a
higher percentage of CYP aged 0 to 10 with EHC Plans which suggests CYP are being
identified early but this will require monitoring over time as the SEND reforms embed.
Independent and Non Maintained Special Schools and Colleges
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The data shows that we continue to have a high number of CYP who attend independent
and non maintained special schools (INMSS) including those out of the borough. As at 1st
August 2016 there were 126 pupils in such schools made up of 74 in the borough and 52
out of the borough. Of those out of the borough, 8 are in residential settings.
We also monitor the number of young people with EHC Plans who attend colleges out of
the borough with an aim of being able to meet the vast majority of needs locally. As at 1st
August 2016 there were 61 young people with complex needs attending out of area
colleges. This is largely made up of young people with autism and those with learning
difficulties. New college provision is opening in the borough in September 2016, as part of
the Additional Needs Strategy, and this will grow over time and will meet the needs of
young people with complex needs including those with autism.
We anticipate the number of CYP travelling to INMSS out of borough reducing over time
as the Additional Needs Strategy addresses the need for more local provision.
Vulnerable Groups
We are conscious that children who become looked after by the local authority can
sometimes also have SEND and this means they are a particularly vulnerable group.
In 2015 Hillingdon had 45 Looked After Children with SEN but without EHC
Plans/Statements and 40 Looked After Children with EHC Plans/Statements; 38.1% and
32.2% of the LAC population in Hillingdon respectively. This compares to London (32.4%
& 28.8%) and England (32.9% & 27.6%). (source: SFR 11/2016, table LA4, published 24th March
2016).

This suggests that we need to consider whether the number of CYP with SEND and EHC
Plans is in line with our expected thresholds to ensure the EHC planning process is being
used as effectively as possible.
Another group of vulnerable young people with SEND is those who are known to the
criminal justice system. We closely monitor this group which usually includes less than 3
young people and at August 2016 there were no young offenders in secure settings with
EHC Plans.
Additional Needs Strategy
Hillingdon is a borough with an interesting demographic profile with significant differences
between the north and south of the borough. See Appendix J for more details in relation
to the demographic profile of the borough.
In terms of CYP with EHC Plans/Statements this split is:
North = 28.2%, South = 70.7%
Our Additional Needs Strategy (refreshed in 2016) contains further data on the profile of
our SEND population including forecasts to support our ongoing plans to deliver sufficient
local good quality specialist provision.
Attainments of CYP with SEND
Policies/SEND Strategy v1.7i
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We closely monitor the attainment of pupils with SEND, with and without EHC Plans/
Statements and use this to target resources or facilitate peer to peer support. There is a
clear link to the School Improvement Strategy and schools have recognised the need for
innovative practice so in 2016 have established an Improvement and Innovation Network
(IIN) specifically related to pupils with additional needs. See Appendix D for attainment
data.
Education, Health and Care Plans
We implemented the SEND reforms as set out in the Children and Families Act 2014 and
we are undertaking a self evaluation process in 2016. We have analysed our
performance in relation to compliance with the new statutory deadlines and benchmarked
this against the national and London averages. In the 2015 calendar year we achieved
96.5% of EHC Plans completed within 20 weeks which exceeded the national and
London averages. However, we are aware that we had fewer requests for statutory
assessments in 2015 and this standard may be difficult to maintain. We are also aware
that our practice needs to continue to develop to be as person centred as possible and to
ensure EHC Plans are robust in terms of health and care contributions. See Appendix E
for more details.
We have a Transfer Plan in place to manage the transition between Statements and EHC
Plans which will see all transfers completed by 31 March 2018. This is available on our
Local Offer (http://search3.openobjects.com/kb5/hillingdon/fsd/localoffer.page) and is kept
under review.
We are clear that preparing EHC Plans isn't just about the timescales and that the quality
is just as important. From 2016 we will be seeking feedback from parents/carers and
young people about their experience of the process and the resulting EHC Plan. We will
also be undertaking an audit of the quality of our EHC Plans, possibly through a peer
review in 2016/17.
Dispute Resolution, Mediation and Tribunals
It is our aim to work in partnership with families and reach agreement wherever possible.
However sometimes this is not possible so we offer formal dispute resolution and
mediation services and on occasions we have to defend appeals to the Tribunal.
Appendix F sets out the number of cases that have gone through these different
processes from September 2014 to March 2016.
The data from Tribunals indicates that we need to work with schools to ensure that
evidence received with requests for EHC needs assessments is comprehensive and
clearly demonstrates how the assess, plan, do, review cycle has been implemented, what
the outcomes are and why a statutory assessment might be needed. It also shows that
we need to review our approach to communicating with families when the evidence
doesn't support the need for an EHC needs assessment.
Exclusions and Absences
We are clear that children and young people are less likely to make good progress if they
are absent from school. We therefore monitor the absence rates for pupils with SEND
and the rates of exclusion. Whilst the Hillingdon figures for pupils with statements are
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comparable to those across London and England they are significantly higher than for
pupils in Hillingdon without SEND.
The evidence tells us that we need to work with schools to understand the reasons why
they are excluding more pupils with SEND than those without SEND and whether all
reasonable adjustments are being made in accordance with the Equality Act 2010. We
also need to explore the reasons for the low attendance figures for pupils with SEND. See
Appendix G for more details.
Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET)
The latest data published by DfE for February 2016 shows that 78.7% of 16-18 year olds
in Hillingdon are in learning. 3.2% are NEET, against a target of 3.8% and 17.1% are not
known. The level of 'not known's' is higher than other Local Authorities with the national
average at 7.4%. Work is being progressed between the Participation Key-work team and
School Improvement/Education Quality and Strategy to understand the reasons behind
the reduction in the number of 16-18 year olds in learning so that improvement actions
can be undertaken. Associated work is being progressed to reduce 'not known' levels in
collaboration with education providers.
NEET 16-18 year olds - February 2016 (all young people, not those with SEND)
In Learning
(education &
NEET
Not known
training)
England
86.5%
3.2%
7.4%
Hillingdon
78.7%
3.2%
17.1%
Short breaks
We know that short breaks are a crucial part of our local offer as they allow parents/carers
to have regular, planned breaks from their caring duties. Our short break statement sets
out the current offer but we are aware that this doesn't meet all parents' needs. We are
therefore in the process of developing a Short Break Strategy in 2016 which will set out
how we intend to improve the offer including the information we make available and the
use of personal budgets and direct payments.
We do not currently collect data on the quantity, quality or reach of short breaks but aim to
address this through our work on developing and implementing our strategy.
Early Support
The council believes that early intervention is key to improving life chances for children
and young people with SEND. We follow the Early Support programme approaches,
working closely with partners in health services. We monitor the data and performance in
relation to our work with very young children and in the 2015 calendar year we received
101 early notifications from health. During this period 64 families received a service from
our Early Support Team with 42 families receiving an early support key working service
and 24 families receiving a Portage home visiting service. In almost all cases significantly
improved outcomes were achieved.
Sensory Needs
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We know that children and young people with sensory needs can require very specialist
support at different points in their life. Children are often diagnosed through early
screenings from birth and evidence shows that early intervention can make a significant
difference. We have established an all age Sensory Intervention Team which supports
pupils as well as their settings to ensure that wherever possible they can be successfully
included in their local schools/communities.
The HI teachers within the Sensory Intervention Team have worked with 64 in borough
schools and 198 school aged pupils during the year from January 2015. This support
includes a range of practical guidance for those working with the CYP alongside
assessments and the provision, training and monitoring of specialist equipment.
There is a range of support provided to schools in supporting them in meeting the needs
of pupils with a visual impairment. 36 pupils in 26 schools have received support from a
VI teacher, 20 pupils in 12 schools have received a service from the VI rehabilitation
officer and 7 pupils in 5 schools have received a service from the VI communication
specialist.
Children and Young People with Care Needs
Many children and young people with EHC Plans/statements also have social care
needs. The all age disability service enables seamless joint working for those with the
most complex disabilities. The SEND Team works closely with the Virtual Headteacher
and ‘mainstream’ social workers to try to ensure ‘joined up’ working and careful planning
for all CYP with SEND and care needs.
Of the CYP with EHC Plans, as at 2nd August 2016, there were 291 with known social
care needs including those with child in need plans, child protection plans and children
who are looked after. Of these, 160 are known to the Disability Service social care
function.
All CYP and young adults with care packages should be reviewed on at least an annual
basis, often 6 monthly.
Autism
We know that the number of people being diagnosed with autism is growing. Our Autism
Plan sets out our vision and commitments, with our partners, for people with autism. Our
Inclusion Team includes autism specialists to support education providers with their
inclusive practice.
Educational Psychology Service
This service provides a core funded statutory element largely linked to pupils requiring
statutory assessment and EHC Plans and a DSG funded element plus trading with
individual schools. Educational Psychologists work with staff in pre-school settings and
schools. The Council has a statutory duty to assess pupils with special educational needs
who may require an EHC Plan.
The service works at a strategic level in settings and schools as well as undertaking
individual pupil assessments and supporting schools to implement evidence based
strategies aimed at improving pupil outcomes.
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The service has recently expanded to include a more robust approach to working with
children and settings in the pre-school stage. This is funded by DSG
Employment
The number of people with learning disabilities in employment is too low. We have
developed one Project Support site which opened in September 2015 and a second site
opened in September 2016. Project Search is a form of supported internship with
evidence of a high percentage of young people moving into paid employment at the end
of the programme. We are also working to design a range of supported internship
pathways with the aim of increasing the number of young people who move into
employment on leaving formal education.
See Appendix H for data in relation to employment.
Independent Living
Despite significant increases in supported living options within the borough there remain a
high number of adults with disabilities in residential settings usually outside the borough.
We are committed to working with providers to increase the local opportunities and
reduce the number of people in residential settings. We believe that supported living
provides residents with greater choice, control and independence than a residential
setting. We are also improving the information we provide to families and young people
as they prepare for adulthood to ensure the pathways to supported living or other
independent living opportunities, such as Shared Lives, are clear. See Appendix I for
more details.
Personal Budgets
CYP and young adults with social care packages may be offered a direct payment for
some or all of their provision. This is managed through a pre-paid card and provides
families with greater choice and control over how their needs are met.
In 2015 we commenced a pilot to test a resource allocation system for use in social care
and special educational needs. This will deliver indicative funding allocations based on
individual needs to enable creative support planning to take place with families. It is
anticipated that these systems will go 'live' by 31st March 2017. We are in discussions
about using this approach for personal health budgets.
We also offer personal transport budgets for some pupils who are eligible for home to
school/college travel assistance. As at August 2016 there were 40 personal transport
budgets.
Travel Assistance
In 2015 we commenced a review of our travel assistance offer in the borough. Of
particular note as part of this review we have refreshed our policy documents, introduced
an on-line application process and needs profile, improved our communication with
families when new routes are set up, implemented scheduling software and improved the
quality and accuracy of our data. We have also established an audit process to monitor
Policies/SEND Strategy v1.7i
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the quality of the contractors who deliver transport on our behalf. This review is ongoing
and further changes are likely to be implemented.
In 2014 we introduced an independent travel training scheme which has resulted in some
pupils becoming independent and no longer requiring travel assistance to access
school/college. The personal transport budget scheme was also introduced in 2014 (see
Personal Budget section above).

The Local Offer
The Local Offer was developed in 2014 and then re-designed in 2015. Parents were
heavily involved in this work. We were involved in a Peer Review of the Local Offer,
across London boroughs, in 2016 and have an action plan in place to make ongoing
improvements. In future we will consider whether it is possible for a more joined up
approach with the adult information system provided under the Care Act. The Local Offer
was consulted on in 2015 and feedback has been published with the opportunity for
ongoing comments.

Joint Commissioning
In planning the implementation of the Children and Families Act 2014 the local authority
and Hillingdon Clinical Commissioning Group have been working closely together
particularly in relation to the new joint commissioning duty. A joint commissioning
strategy was approved by the Health and Wellbeing Board and the initial focus has been
on a jointly commissioned integrated therapy service and the establishment of a tripartite
commissioning panel to consider needs of individual pupils requiring provision outside
what is available through the Local Offer.
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Our commitments
In order to realise our vision and address the points raised by our residents, we are
committed to:
1. Developing and embedding a “tell us once” approach.
2. Ensuring all professionals and families know what we mean by person centred
outcomes and how these are developed, and reviewed.
3. Ongoing development of our Local Offer, both content and design.
4. Further development of our personal budget offer including updated guidance.
5. Completing our review of travel assistance focused on safety, independence and
value for money.
6. Implementing our Inclusion Policy and ensuring all education settings know how to
include a greater range of CYP and how to access specialist support when
necessary.
7. Working with the Education Funding Agency and Regional School Commissioners to
develop sufficient specialist education places in the borough to reduce the number of
CYP who have to attend schools away from home.
8. Redesigning and implementing a new all age disability register and other systems to
improve our access to data about our residents' needs.
9. Embedding a meaningful approach to co-production with children and young people
with SEND through a Participation Network and ongoing development of
co-production with parents/carers.
10. With the CCG, developing an integrated therapy service which provides a seamless
approach for families and education settings.
11. Developing a range of supported internship pathways for young people with SEND,
including those with complex difficulties, and increase the number of adult service
users in employment.
12. Ongoing work with providers to increase the supported living opportunities available
locally both for those moving into adulthood and those already in residential
accommodation.
13. Ensuring any EHC needs assessments undertaken are timely, involve the child/young
person and their family and produce good quality EHC Plans.
14. Reviewing our new model of educational psychology provision across early years and
schools/colleges.
15. Completing the work on our new Autism Plan and working with stakeholders to agree
the priority actions.
16. Completing our review of the implementation of the SEND Reforms and ensure
ongoing monitoring is in place with clearly defined actions to support our
improvement journey.
17. Ensuring that all reviews of Plans (EHC or Care and Support Plans) are joined up and
take place at the expected intervals.
18. Continuing our work with partners on improving the experience of transition, ensuring
young people and their families are well prepared for adult life.
19. Completing our review of short breaks and implementing the resulting strategy.
Policies/SEND Strategy v1.7i
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20. Considering the delivery of information and advice and whether this service would be
more accessible to parents/carers young people if delivered in a different way.
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SEND Strategy Action Plan
Commitment

What will success look like?

1

Developing and embedding a “tell us once” approach

2

Ensuring all professionals and families know what we mean by
person centred outcomes and how these are developed, and
reviewed
Ongoing development of our Local Offer, both content and
design
Further development of our personal budget offer including
updated guidance and leaflets

Early Support Plan widely used; eviden
person centred outcomes for CYPS at S
Support. Families report that informatio
shared appropriately and they are not a
repeat themselves
Families report satisfaction on the appro
used to develop outcomes and the outc
generated
Families report that it is easy to access
the information they need
Families report that the information prov
easy to understand and supports them
informed decisions. We offer a greater r
Personal Budgets

3
4

5

Completing our review of travel assistance focused on safety,
independence and value for money

6

Implementing our Inclusion Policy and ensuring all education
settings know how to include a greater range of CYP and how to
access specialist support when necessary

7

Working with the Education Funding Agency and Regional
School Commissioners to develop sufficient specialist education
places in the borough to reduce the number of CYP who have to
attend schools away from home; planning together with CCG to
ensure a co-ordinated approach
Working with further education providers to increase the range
of local provision and reduce the need for young people to
access colleges away from home; planning together with CCG
to ensure a co-ordinated approach
Redesigning and implementing a new all age disability register
and other systems to improve our access to data about our
residents' needs
Embedding a meaningful approach to co-production with
children and young people with SEND through a Participation
Network and ongoing development of co-production with
parents/carers
Developing a joint integrated therapy service which provides a
seamless approach for families and education settings
Developing a range of supported internship pathways for young
people with SEND, including those with complex difficulties, and
increase the number of adult service users in employment
Ongoing work with providers to increase the supported living
opportunities available locally both for those moving into
adulthood and those already in residential accommodation

8

9

10

11
12

13
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Families report satisfaction in the travel
assistance options available and it prov
value for money
Education settings report that they know
access support and this provides them
tools they need to successfully include
complex needs
A reduction in the number of CYP who
attend school out of the borough; an inc
specialist places in borough

A reduction in the number of CYP with S
attending college out of the borough; an
increase in specialist place in borough.

We are clear about the needs of our res
and the trends over time and use this to
planning and co-production with familie
The voice of CYP will be evident in all o
developments; CYP report that they are
to and can see they have made a differ

Families and education settings report
satisfaction in the redesigned therapy s
All young people who are not work read
leaving education will have an opportun
follow a supported internship pathway
All young people who have care needs
the Care Act have the opportunity to ac
supported living or other independent liv
opportunities (shared lives, general nee
housing)

14

15

Ensuring any EHC needs assessments undertaken are timely,
involve the child/young person and their family and produce
good quality EHC Plans
Reviewing our new model of educational psychology provision
across early years and schools/colleges

16

Completing the work on implementing our new Autism Plan with
stakeholders

17

Developing and implementing our Transforming Care Plan and
CAMHs Transformation Plan to ensure we identify young people
at risk and can build care around them to minimise the use of
hospitals. When treatment in hospital is required, to ensure this
is for the shortest time possible and young people are supported
to return home.
Planning joint commissioning activity to reduce the number of
CYP placed in 52 week settings.
Develop an early intervention model for SEN funding.

18
19
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Families report satisfaction in the EHC
assessment process

Families and education settings report
satisfaction in the outcomes achieved fo
intervention by the EPS
Review of the Autism Action Plan demo
progress against the priority actions (da
diagnosis/ post diagnostic support/ infor
Families report improved satisfaction in
health services for people with SEND; r
in number of people requiring in-patient
treatment

Reduction in the number of people with
52 week placements
CYP will have access to improved supp
meet their outcomes from earlier stages
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Appendix A

Source: SFR 29/2016 (Table 12), released 21/7/2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/special-educational-needs-in-england-january-2016
(graph updated 2/8/2016)
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Appendix B
Type of placement
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the
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%
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%
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)
%
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special
schools,
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dent
special
schools
and
other
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dent
schools
%

hosp
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scho
ols
(incl
udin
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foun
datio
n
scho
ols)
and
pupil
refer
ral
units
%
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em
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(in
clu
din
g
fre
e
sc
ho
ols
)
%

s
p
e
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i
a
l
a
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a
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e
m
i
e
s
(i
n
c
l
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d
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n
g
fr
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e
s
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h
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)
%

ed
uc
ate
d
oth
er
tha
n
in
sc
ho
ol
%

a
w
a
it
i
n
g
p
r
o
v
i
s
i
o
n
%

Hillingdon

1,685

0.4

5.8

0.0

20.7

23.3

7.6

0.0

19.9

15.8

1.0

x

LONDON

43,71
0

0.4

4.0

3.2

30.6

26.8

9.2

0.5

16.0

4.5

1.1

0.5

ENGLAND

256,3
15

0.4

2.9

2.2

25.3

31.8

6.5

0.5

16.3

7.2

1.4

0.7

X = small numbers
Source: SEN2 Census January 2016, SFR17-2016 (Table 5), released 26th May 2016

Percentage of statements and EHC Plans by age band:
Age band

Hillingdon

England (year 2015)

<5

5.6%

4.1%

5-10

44%

36%
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11-15

37.3%

43.4%

16-19

13%

16.1%

20-25

0%

0.4%

Source: SEN2 SFR17-2016 (Table 1), and Hillingdon’s census return 2015
(note: London data not available for comparison), released 26th May 2016

The following are taken from SFR 20/2016: Special educational needs in England (January 2016),
published 28th June 2016, Tables S6-S8

State Funded Primary Schools, number and % of pupils with special educational needs
by primary type of need - includes those without a statement or EHC Plan
Sp
eci
fic
Le
ar
nin
g
Dif
fic
ult
y

Mo
de
rat
e
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nin
g
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ult
y

Se
ver
e
Le
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Lang
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He
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Im
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ual
Im
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Mu
ltiSe
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Im
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ent

P
h
y
s
i
c
a
l
D
i
s
a
b
ili
t
y

Autis
tic
Spe
ctru
m
Diso
rder

Othe
r
Diffic
ulty/
Disa
bility

ENGLAND

10.1

25.0

0.7

0.3

15.5

28.0

1.6

0.9

0.2

2.8

6.3

4.3

LONDON

8.7

16.6

0.8

0.3

16.1

35.8

1.6

0.7

0.3

2.6

7.9

4.3

Hillingdon

10.4

12.3

0.2

0.3

9.2

36.7

1.4

0.8

0.3

3.7

12.0

3.5

State Funded Secondary Schools, percentage of pupils with SEN by primary type
of need:
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So
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l,
E
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d
Me
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l
He
alt
h

Speec
h,
Langu
age
and
Comm
unicati
ons
Needs

ENGLAND

21.4

25.2

0.5

0.1

18.5

10.3

LONDON

18.5

20.5

0.5

0.2

20.9

Hillingdon

21.9

17.8

0.3

0.0

12.7

He
ari
ng
Im
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rm
ent

V
i
s
u
a
l
I
m
p
a
ir
m
e
n
t

M
u
lt
iS
e
n
s
o
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y
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m
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c
a
l
D
i
s
a
b
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t
y

Au
tist
ic
Sp
ect
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m
Di
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r

Othe
r
Diffic
ulty/
Disa
bility

2.2

1.3

0.1

2.9

8.3

6.6

16.5

1.9

1.1

0.1

2.3

7.0

6.8

15.3

3.1

1.2

0.3

2.8

6.3

11.2

Special Schools, percentage of pupils with SEN by primary type of need:
S
p
e
c
if
i
c
L
e
a
r
n
i
n
g
D
if
fi
c
u
lt
y

Mo
de
rat
e
Le
ar
nin
g
Dif
fic
ult
y

Se
ver
e
Le
ar
nin
g
Dif
fic
ult
y

ENGLAND

1.3

15.6

23.8

8.2

12.6

5.9

1.3

0.7

0.2

3.5

25.6

1.2

LONDON

1.3

11.2

22.0

10.5

7.9

5.7

1.3

1.6

0.4

2.6

33.5

1.7

Hillingdon

1.6

6.8

28.8

4.7

10.9

12.2

0.2

1.5

0.5

1.9

25.5

5.4
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Appendix C
Pupils placed in Independent and Non-maintained Special Schools (August 2016)

Primary difficulty

Total

ASD (Autism), SLCN (Speech, Language and Communication)

57

SEMH (Social, Emotional and Mental Health)

1

MLD (Moderate Learning Difficulties) , SLD (Severe Learning
Difficulties), SpLD (Specific Learning Difficulties)

27

PD (Physical Disability), Medical, Sensory (HI, VI)

10

PMLD (Profound and Multiple learning difficulties)

17

Other

13

Blank or missing record

1

Grand Total

126

Pupils placed in INMSS in Hillingdon
Primary Need

Total

ASD (Autism), SLCN (Speech, Language and Communication), SEMH
(Social, Emotional and Mental Health)

30

MLD (Moderate Learning Difficulties), SLD (Severe Learning
Difficulties), SpLD (Specific Learning Difficulties)

16

PD (Physical Disability), Medical, Sensory (HI, VI)

7

PMLD (Profound & Multiple learning difficulties)

16

Other (inc BESD)

5

Blank or missing record

0

Grand Total

74
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Appendix D
Attainment data for pupils with SEND - with and without EHC Plans/Statements
Key Stage 4

2014 number of
pupils

2014 - %
achieving 5+
A*-C GCSEs
including Maths
and English

2015 - number
of pupils

2015 - %
achieving 5+
A*-C GCSEs
including Maths
and English

EHC Plans/
Statemented pupils

112

9%

120

7%

School Action
pupils

324

28%

291

23%

School Action Plus
pupils

122

30%

28

18%

No SEN pupils

2,560

66%

2,642

62%
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Appendix E
Compliance with the 20 week deadline for issuing EHC Plans
Calendar Year 2015

% new EHCP plans issued within
20 weeks
excluding exceptions

% new EHCP plans
issued within 20
weeks
including exceptions

Hillingdon

96.5% (170 plans)

96.5% (170 plans)

London

70.8% (3,615 plans)

64.2% (4,585 plans)

England

59.2% (19,710 plans)

55.5% (24,215 plans)

Data available on SFR17-2016 (2014-15 data), Table 9 – this is the latest data (1/8/2016), published 26th
May 2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/statements-of-sen-and-ehc-plans-england-2016
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Appendix F
Mediations from September 2014 to March 2016
Reason for Mediation

Refusal to assess

Number

Number of
meetings

Parents Withdrew
request for
Mediation

Certificate

14

4

3

7

Refusal to issue EHC
Plan

2

2

0

0

Content of EHCP inc
placement

6

0

0

6

Cease to Maintain EHCP

0

0

0

0

Refusal to amend EHCP
Tribunals from Sept 2014 to March 2016
Reason for Tribunal

Number

Agreed without Hearing
with additional
information from
school/parents

Pending

Refusal to assess

7

6

1

Refusal to issue EHC Plan

0

0

0

Content of EHCP In
Placement

7

2

5

Cease to Maintain EHCP

0

0

0

Refusal to amend EHCP
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Appendix G
Exclusions and Absences: Absence rates and pupils defined as persistent absentees,
(2013/14, six half terms)
Number of Pupil
Enrolments

% of sessions
missed due to
overall absence

% defined as
persistent
absentees

Hillingdon - EHC
Plans/Statemented pupils

1,235

7.5%

10.6%

Hillingdon - All pupils

39,595

4.5%

3.4%

Hillingdon - SEN without EHC
Plans/Statements

6,277

6%

6.7%

Hillingdon - no identified SEN

31,695

4.1%

2.5%

London - EHC Plans/
Statemented pupils

29,900

7.1%

10.4%

England - EHC Plans/
Statemented pupils

188,665

7.5%

11%

Source: www.gov.uk/government/publications/sen-absences-and-exclusions-additional-analysis, Table LA1
(published January 2016)
Persistent Absentees are defined as having an overall absence rate of around 15 per cent or more. This
equates to 56 or more sessions of absence (authorised and unauthorised) during the year for pupils aged
between 5 and 14 and 46 or more sessions of absence (authorised and unauthorised) during the year for
pupils aged 15.

Permanent and Fixed Term Exclusions, (2013/14)
Number of
Pupil
Enrolment
s

Number of fixed
period
exclusions as a
% of school
population

Percentage
receiving at
least one
fixed term
exclusion

Percentage
receiving a
permanent
exclusion

Hillingdon - EHC
Plans/Statemented pupils

1,428

9.66%

4.48%

0%

Hillingdon - All pupils

48,480

2.87%

1.68%

0.05%

Hillingdon - SEN without
EHC Plans/Statements

6,971

8.87%

4.46%

0.17%

Hillingdon - no identified
SEN

40,076

1.59%

1.10%

0.03%

London - EHC
Plans/Statemented pupils

34,730

12.22%

5.39%

0.13%

England - EHC

218,480

15.19%

6.42%

0.15%
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Plans/Statemented pupils
Source: www.gov.uk/government/publications/sen-absences-and-exclusions-additional-analysis, Table LA2
(published January 2016)
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Appendix H
ASCOF 1e LD clients aged 18 to 64 in employment
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Appendix I
Supported Living
Clients aged between 18 and 25 at the end of the financial year (who are known to the
Disability Social Work Service) who have received a supported accommodation service in
one of the last 5 financial years and whether this was located (Inside or Outside
Hillingdon)
Inside Hillingdon

Outside Hillingdon

Total no of clients

2015/16

36

8

44

2014/15

17

11

28

2013/14

12

11

24

2012/13

10

9

20

2011/12

4

9

13

2010/11

3

26

29
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Appendix J
Demographics

Hillingdon population by ethnicity
(source: 2014 Round of Demographic Projections, Local authority population projections - SHLAA-based
ethnic group projections, Capped Household Size, short-term migration scenario)
Hillingdon 2016
White

Black
Caribbean

Black
African

Black
Other

Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Other
Asian

Other

161,250

5,400

14,500

10,500

45,900

11,650

3,400

4,100

26,400

15,050

Hillingdon 2021
White

Black
Caribbean

Black
African

Black
Other

Indian

Pakistani

Bangladeshi

Chinese

Other
Asian

Other

151,600

5,700

16,200

11,900

51,700

13,000

3,950

4,800

29,100

17,750

General data - demographics
Age

2016 Estimate

%

0-4

23,100

7.6%

5-9

21,100

6.9%
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10 - 14

17,500

5.7%

15 -19

18,600

6.1%

20- 24

22,600

7.4%

25 - 29

24,000

7.9%

30 - 34

24,600

8.1%

35 - 39

24,100

7.9%

40 - 44

20,500

6.7%

45 - 49

20,000

6.6%

50 - 54

19,300

6.3%

55 - 59

16,200

5.3%

60 - 64

12,900

4.2%

65 - 69

11,800

3.9%

70 - 74

9,200

3%

75 - 79

7,400

2.4%

80 - 84

5,900

1.9%

85 - 89

3,400

1.1%

90+

2,000

0.6%

Source: 2016 population projections from the 2014 Sub-National Population Projections
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Appendix K
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
SEND Survey for Parents and Carers
REPORT
Introduction
This report presents the key findings of the SEND survey for Parents and Carers
conducted by Hillingdon Council and its health and education partners.
The survey was conducted during 27 May to 30 June 2016.
The purpose of the survey was to identify general satisfaction of parents and carers with
the current provision of SEND services/support and any improvements that could be
made. The feedback is to be used to inform the SEND strategy and delivery plan, and
future engagement and participation priorities.
The survey was publicised via:
● The council’s website
● Local schools
● The Local Offer and Connect to Support websites
● Hillingdon’s Children’s Centres
● The local voluntary sector and support groups; and
● SEND services
The survey received 186 responses.
The total number of responses and key themes from all open questions are shown in the
Survey Results. Full responses from open questions are shown in the Appendices.
All results are un-weighted.
Results are based on all respondents unless otherwise stated.
Where results do not add up to 100%, this may be due to non-responses, multiple
responses, computer rounding or the exclusion of don't knows/not stated.
Percentages are calculated based on the number of respondents to each question rather
than the number of respondents overall.
In the appendices, comments have not been edited, however any references to
information that could be considered confidential have been removed.
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Summary of Key Findings
The majority of the parents/carers (76%) who responded to the survey care for children
aged between 5 and 16 years of age.
The majority of respondents (73%) indicated that their children attend either a:
● Mainstream pre-school
● Mainstream primary school; or
● Mainstream secondary school
A minority of 5 (2.8%) of the respondents stated that their child was in employment
(including voluntary employment).
175 (94.6%) respondents consider their child to have special educational needs and/or
disabilities. Of the types of SEND options given the majority of needs identified were:
● Communication and interaction (69%)
● Learning difficulties (64.9%)
● Social, emotional and mental health (58.6%)
When asked how their child’s needs were identified, the top three responses were:
● By a nursery or class teacher or Special Needs Co-ordinator (SENCO) (20.3%)
● By a GP (14.7%)
● By an educational psychologist (11.9%)
162 (87.6%) respondents stated that their child is currently receiving support for their
needs, the majority of which is provided at school and via a statement or Education,
Health & Care Plan.
Generally satisfaction with SEND services is positive with a minority who remain
dissatisfied with some services. The reasons for this are detailed in the survey results,
however in summary the most common theme is that the dissatisfied parents perceive
their children to not be receiving enough support.
Feedback from parents about their experiences of using support services is disparate and
is dependent on which support services they and their children are using. In some cases
it is only a minority who report to be using specific services and this may explain why
there is a higher dissatisfaction rating across some of these services.
In general, parents report that the services they receive are making a positive difference
to their child’s life.

Recommendations:
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The survey results provide a general overview of parent/carer satisfaction with local
authority, health and education services for children and young people across the
borough and may be helpful in identifying areas for improvement.
As satisfaction is dependent on service-use, it is recommended that the results from this
survey are used to initiate further engagement and satisfaction monitoring with
parents/carers regarding specific areas of dissatisfaction. This could be achieved through
customer journey mapping and the systematic capture of feedback.
A large proportion of those that responded to the survey indicated that they would be
willing to work with the local authority and its partners in the future, and their contact
details have been captured. It is recommended that a ‘parent/carer engagement
database’ be developed that can be used by the services to consult with parents/carers
about services in the future.
It is already proposed that a survey/interviews with the children and young people using
these services is conducted. This could be developed and delivered via the CYP
Participation Network.

Survey Results
A: Satisfaction with the identification of needs.
122 (68.2%) respondents are either satisfied or very satisfied with the timeliness of the
identification of their child’s needs, with 57 (31.8%) either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied
with how long it took for their child to receive an assessment and diagnosis.
Reasons for dissatisfaction with the identification of the child’s needs
Key themes:
Comments from respondents suggest the following reasons for dissatisfaction:
1. It takes too long to identify needs.
It is not clear from the comments as to what constitutes ‘too long’. Of those that
commented on the length of time it took to get a diagnosis, timescales range from 7
months to 8 years.
2. It takes too long following identification of needs to access services.
Comments made were, in the majority, in relation to accessing the Child Development
Centre and that the waiting lists are too long. Some respondents state it’s taken ‘years’ to
be seen and that “CDC was not accepting referrals at one point.”
3. The longer it takes to identify needs and access services has a negative
impact on the child’s development.
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Comments suggest that because of the length of time taken for diagnosis and access to
services, children are left to struggle at school and that their difficulties are ignored or
considered to be bad behaviour. Parents suggest that their child’s education may have
suffered as a result.
4. Parents feel they need to ‘fight’ for an assessment of needs.
Another frequent comment was in regards to parents not feeling listened to when they
expressed concerns about the child’s development or behaviour. Many stated they felt
‘ignored’ or that they had to ‘fight’ to get an assessment. Some feel they are ‘still fighting’
to access services.

B: Satisfaction with support services
Support at school:
126 (77.3%) respondents to this question indicate that they are satisfied or very satisfied
with the level of support provided at school.

124 (78.4%) respondents to this question are either satisfied or very satisfied that their
child has had a positive experience of transition into a school setting or between settings.
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116 (71.6%) respondents to this question are either satisfied or very satisfied with the
communication they receive about their child’s progress at school.

113 (70.7%) respondents to this question are either satisfied or very satisfied that they
are listened to and their views are considered.
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116 (71.6%) respondents to this question are satisfied or very satisfied that the support
their child receives is making a positive difference.

Health Visiting:
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111 people responded to this question. 82 (73.9%) are either satisfied or very satisfied
with the health visiting service. 29 (26.1%) remain either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Community Children’s Nursing Team:
60 people answered this question. 43 (71.7%) are either satisfied or very satisfied with
the Community Children’s Nursing Team. 17 (28.3%) responded that they are dissatisfied
or very dissatisfied.

Portage Team:
68 people answered this question. 47 (69.1%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Portage Team. 21 (30.9%) respondents are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Early Support Key Working Team:
75 people answered this question. 54 (72%) are either satisfied or very satisfied with the
Early Support Key Working Team. 21 (28%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Outreach Team:
36 people answered this question. 20 (55.6%) are either satisfied or very satisfied with
the Outreach Team. 16 (44.4%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Early Intervention Services:
67 people responded to this question. 43 (64.2%) are satisfied or very satisfied with Early
Intervention services. 24 (35.8%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Educational Psychology Service:
93 people responded to this question. 62 (66.7%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Educational Psychology Service. 31 (33.3%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Children with Disabilities Social Care Team:
45 people answered this question. 19 (42.3%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Children with Disabilities Social Care Team. 26 (57.8%) are dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied.

Adults with Disabilities Social Care Team:
20 people responded to this question. Satisfaction is evenly split by 50% either way.
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Special Educational Needs and Disabilities, Information Advice and Support
(SENDIASS):
74 people answered this question. 47 (63.5%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
service. 27 (36.5%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Speech and Language Therapy Team:
126 people responded to this question. 103 (81.7%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Speech and Language Therapy Team. 23 (18.2%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Occupational Therapy Team:
100 people responded to this question. 82 (82%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Occupational Therapy Team. 18 (18%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Physiotherapy Team:
63 people answered this question. 49 (77.8%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Physiotherapy Team. 14 (22.2%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Community Paediatric Service:
51 people answered this question. 39 (76.4%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Community Paediatric Service. 12 (23.5%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Wheelchair Service:
26 people answered this question. 15 (57.7%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
wheelchair service. 11 (42.3%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Sensory Intervention Team:
31 people responded to this question. 16 (51.6%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Sensory Intervention Team. 15 (18.4%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Children and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS):
44 people responded to this question. 20 (45.5%) are satisfied or very satisfied with
CAMHS. 24 (54.5%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Community Mental Health Team:
18 people responded to this question. 4 (22.2%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Community Mental Health Team. 14 (77.8%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Children’s Social Care Team:
24 people responded to this question. 6 (25%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Children’s Social Care Team. 18 (75%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Family Information Service:
36 people responded to this question. 21 (58.3%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
Family Information Service. 15 (41.6%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

Young Carers Service for Siblings:
25 people responded to this question. 11 (32%) are satisfied or very satisfied with Young
Carers Services. 14 (56%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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Homestart:
22 people responded to this question. 11 (50%) are satisfied or very satisfied with
Homestart. 11 (50%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.

School Nursing:
37 people responded to this question. 28 (75.6%) are satisfied or very satisfied with the
school nursing provision. 9 (24.3%) are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
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30 respondents indicated that they have never used any of the support services.
Reasons for dissatisfaction with support services
Key themes:
1. The level of support services
The majority of the comments suggest parents perceive their child not to be receiving
enough help and support. In relation to this, the particular services that have been
frequently highlighted are Health Visiting, Educational Psychology, Physiotherapy,
Speech and Language Therapy and CAMHS.
However this may indicate that there are high expectations about the level of support
parents expect their child to receive.
2. The quality of support services
Comments suggest there is a perception that there is a lack of resources and, in some
cases, experience to provide the right level of support.
From many of the comments it would appear that communication and engagement with
parents could benefit from improvement with regards to being kept informed of their
child’s progress and feeling confident that their views and opinions are listened to.
There were some negative comments about the quality and accuracy of assessments
and feedback from professionals following assessments. This may also indicate that an
improvement in communication may help to alleviate these negative opinions and
manage parents’ expectations.
3. Waiting times to access support services
Comments suggest that this is predominantly in relation to CAMHS. This feedback
correlates with findings from recent Healthwatch Hillingdon and Hillingdon Clinical
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Commissioning Group led reviews into children and young people’s mental health
services in Hillingdon.
4. Knowledge of support services
Some of the comments suggest that parents lack knowledge of support services and this
corresponds with feedback about their awareness of the local offer.

C: Experience of Using Support Services
This section of the survey received a low level of the overall responses due to
respondents choosing not to answer all of the questions. This may be that some
respondents are not receiving some or any of the support services listed or that they
aren’t aware of the services they receive.
Only 32 responses were received regarding accessing services. 24 (16%) respondents
stated it was either easy or very easy to find the support their child receives. 8 (5.4%)
said it was difficult or very difficult. Unfortunately, this does not give a very clear overall
picture.
Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the
following statements with regards to the services they currently use. Responses are
provided under each statement.
You and your child’s views are listened to and points raised are taken into account.
● 33 people responded to this question.
● 32 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees
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You are involved in planning your child’s support.
● 31 people responded to this question.
● 30 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees

Information provided is adequate enough for you to make informed decisions
about the support your child needs.
● 30 people responded to this question
● 28 people agree or strongly agree
● 2 people disagree or strongly disagree

You are actively involved in your child’s assessments.
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● 32 people responded to this question
● 31 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees

Your child’s needs are being met.
● 29 people responded to this question
● 27 people agree or strongly agree
● 2 people disagree or strongly disagree

You have a positive relationship with the people involved in supporting and
planning support for your child.
● 32 people responded to this question
● 31 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees
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Dissatisfaction with experiences of using support services.
Key themes:
1. Being listened to.
The most common reason given for negative experiences of using support services is
parents feeling that their views are not taken into account, they don’t feel involved in the
support provided and that there is not enough communication with the support provider or
the local authority. However, these comments also suggest that the parents who are
dissatisfied are not in agreement with the professionals about the level of support
required. For example, as already stated above, many of the comments are that parents
feel their child needs more support than they are receiving. This may indicate too high or
unreasonable expectations, or that communication to parents by professionals about
support requirements may benefit from being delivered differently.
2. Support in school.
Dissatisfaction with support in school appears to be regarding children in a mainstream
setting. Comments are that schools cannot cope with their child because they don’t have
enough understanding of their needs or that they do not have the adequate resources
and time to provide the necessary support.
3. Navigating support services.
The parents that are dissatisfied report that they are not supported by the local authority
to navigate the services they need. Some comment that the impact of this is that it is
time-consuming and draining, which has a negative impact on their family life.

D: Satisfaction with progress following support
Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with the
following statements with regards to the services they currently use. Again, this part of the
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survey received a low response rate overall. Responses, and the number of responses,
are provided under each statement.
The support my child receives has made a positive difference to my child’s life.
● 32 people responded to this question
● 31 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees

The support my child receives has improved my child’s relationship with their
family.
● 29 people responded to this question
● 27 people agree or strongly agree
● 2 people disagree or strongly disagree
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The support my child receives has improved my child’s relationships with other
children.
● 30 people responded to this question
● 26 people agree or strongly agree
● 4 people disagree or strongly disagree

The support my child receives has led to my child being more successful at
school.
25 people responded to this question
24 people agree or strongly agree
1 person strongly disagrees
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The support my child receives has improved my relationship with my child.
● 31 people responded to this question
● 29 people agree or strongly agree
● 2 people disagree or strongly disagree

The support my child receives has improved my child’s life chances and outcomes
for the future.
● 31 people responded to this question
● 30 people agree or strongly agree
● 1 person strongly disagrees
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Reasons for dissatisfaction with progress following support.
Key themes:
1. Support at school.
Though inadequate support is cited again as a reason for dissatisfaction, the clear theme
of the comments given is a lack of support at school, specifically mainstream schools.
Reasons for this include schools not following the support plan and not fully recognising
the child’s needs.

eedback on The Local Offer
183 people responded to the questions about the Local Offer.
Key findings:
62 respondents (34%) have read the Council’s Local Offer.
74 respondents (40%) are aware of the Local Offer website.
38 respondents (21%) stated that they have used the Local Offer website.
In using the Local Offer website:
46 people said it was easy or very easy, 24 people said it was difficult or very difficult.
46 people said they found the information they were looking for, 31 people said they
didn’t.
The types of information people were looking for on the Local Offer website included:
● A list of help available for their child and family
● Sports activities
● How to request an assessment
● Information about statements and EHCPs
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●
●
●
●

Local therapies
Individual support for specific needs
clubs/activities for children with severe needs
Information on specific conditions, e.g, hearing loss.

Improving the Local Offer
Respondents were asked to provide recommendations for how the Local Offer and Local
Offer website could be improved. These include:
● publicising its existence more widely via schools, libraries and other settings
across the borough
● Running workshops with parents on what it is and how to access and use the
website
● Personalise the information to specific conditions, for example, the help available
for hearing impaired children.
Recommendations for improving services for children and young people with
SEND.
The common recommendations for improvement include:
● Helping parents to help themselves by providing advice and support early on so
that they know what services exist and how they can access them.
● Reducing waiting times for services.
● Improving communication with parents and between service providers
● Providing more support in mainstream schools
● Providing training to teachers in mainstream schools working with children with
SEND.

Getting involved with the Council and its partners to improve services.
There was a positive response to getting involved. 86 respondents said they would be
interested in being involved with the Council and its education and health partners to
improve services in the future. Those that are interested have provided their contact
details for this purpose. These details have not been included in this report for
confidentiality and data protection reasons.
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Appendix A: Full Survey Results
186 Responses
Tell us about you and your child

A Parent: 182
A Carer/Guardian/Family member: 4
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0-4: 34 5-10: 97

11-16: 43

17-25: 10

Education, Employment and Training

Mainstream pre-school

26

Specialist pre-school

4

Mainstream primary

86

Specialist primary

9

Mainstream secondary

23

Specialist secondary

11

College

3

Home education

3

None

10
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Other

10

Please tell us the name of the school or educational setting your child currently attends.
Abbotsfield

13

Acton College

1

Alfriston School

1

Barra Hall Children’s Centre

1

Belmore

1

Bishop Ramsey

3

Bourne Primary School

1

Brookfields

1

Category Infant School

1

Charville Primary

1

Colham Manor

2

Coteford Infants

6

Coteford Junior

4

Deanesfield

2

Dr Tripletts

4

Field End Infants

1

Grange Park School

1

Grangewood School

3

Harefield Academy

2

Harefield Juniors

3

Hayes Park

5

Hedgewood

4

Hermitage

2

Highfield

4

Hillingdon Manor

2

Hillingdon Primary

1

Jellytots pre-school

2
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John Locke Academy

1

John Locke Academy Nursery

1

Lady Bankes Infant School

1

Lake Farm Park Academy

2

Langley College

1

Laurel Lane

1

Little Voices Pre-school

1

McMillan Childrens Centre

2

Meadow

6

Minet Infants

1

More House (Frensham)

1

Newnham Infant School

1

Northwood

2

Oaklands Gate Play School

1

Pentland Field

3

Pield Heath

1

Pinkwell

6

Premier Nursery

1

Rabbs Farm Primary

1

Ruislip Gardens Primary

1

Ryefield Primary

1

Sacred Heart Hammersmith

1

South Ruislip Children’s
Centre

1

St Andrews

2

St Bernadette

2

St Vincents

1

The Sybil Elgar School

1

The Willows

1

Vyners

1
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Warrender

8

Whitehall

3

Windsor College

1

Wood End Park

2

Yeading

14

Yes: 5
No: 173

Retail

1

Hospitality and leisure

2
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Customer Service

0

Healthcare

0

Administration

0

Other

6

My child is not in education, employment or training

23

Your child’s support needs

Yes: 175
No: 10
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Social, emotional and mental health

103

58.9%

Sensory (hearing, sight)

61

34.9%

Physical disability

43

24.6%

Learning Difficulty

113

64.6%

Communication and interaction

120

68.6%

Other

13

7.4%

By a GP

26

14.7%

By a family member

23

13%

By a health visitor

15

8.5%

By a nursery or class teacher or Special Needs Co-ordinator (SENCO)

36

20.3%
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By an educational psychologist

21

11.9%

By a voluntary organisation

1

0.6%

By Key Working Services

3

1.7%

By an Early Years Inclusion Facilitator

8

4.5%

By a maternity unit

12

6.8%

Other

45

25.4%

If you are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the timeliness of the identification of your child’s
support needs, please tell us why:
When you have a child with SEN time is Paramount to the childs education and wellbeing. The process
and assessment time for statement's and plans are far too long when children arent coping in
mainstream or their current placement. Services in general take too long to access whether those
services are for support at school or in the very beginning appoints with EP's & other professionals
It has felt for a long time that I was a lone voice and being believed in what my childs problems was. I
have been given the label of bad parent from friends and family becuase I could not satify people with a
diagnoises
I was fighting for help from 8 months old it took me going to go private when he was 6!! for the school to
step in and help me.
Too long to wait for diagnosis and support
CDC has too long waiting lists
I was awere he had need when he was 3 but no one wanted to help me
Took too long for the multidisciplinary and did not feel like the professionals involved were supportive
and didn't seem to know what they were doing
It's taken nearly 2 years to get where we are now and we still don't have the help needed
The waiting time is too long
He was diagnosed with Downs Syndrome at birth but we were unable to get him assessed for ASD until
he was 14-15 years old as we were told it was just another label!
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Not enough was done early .she never received speech therapy .when she was young
No one would listen to my concerns or help without 8 years of me asking
Social services did not alert me fully to the possibility before adoption of my daughter having FASD
Very long waiting time for even initial assessment at the CDC. In that time we were really struggling.
Valuable time wasted which could help child : early intervention gives child best possible outcome
it took over 3 years from initial request for help from the GP to getting a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum
Disorder and we now still need further referrals to get occupational health assessments
He was assesed aged 4 but not diagonsed until year 2 (aged 6)
I have struggled to get her seen by the CDC for years.
Senco of primary school and teaching staff constantly ignored my request to identity an issue around
learning in all areas as well as social etc
He started secondary school in September and problem identified recently. Also carried statement
before but not now
I think they were too quick to label my son, and still don't feel 100% convinced about his diagnosis.
It is not the identification it is the follow-up that is the problem.
It took a 7 months to get diagnosis
The overall process took 8 months
The process took very long for an EHC plan to be created. My son as a result had to miss school, he
only started in Jan 2016 when he should of started in September 2015.
My borough o/t team would not assist as his doctor is in a different borough
Took 5 years to get assessment before diagnosis of asd
It wasn't picked up before and I've expressed my concerns on a number of occasions
We never knew. Nothing discussed. No clear explanation of what the disability is, despite several
attempts to clarify
late diagnosi
Time consuming over 2 Years
My son and daughter need more help in class I've ask for but seem like to me no one listens to me to be
honest.
Not diagnosed until my son was in year 3 in Juniors. Went to CAHMS many times in infants to be told
there is nothing wrong and his behaviour was due to my husband being very ill.
We had to get our own experts to prove the difficulties our son has before we were taken seriously
It took so long for diagnosed
my son had shown considerable difficulties from the age of 3.. was over looked time and time again until
1 stand in gp noticed his difficulties and finally got a referal to CDC who then took nearly 2 years to
diagnose and previous mainstream primary school did very little at the beginning and even when his
needs were being looked into still refused to believe he had specail needs
Took way to long, CDC was not accepting referrals at one point
Taken 8 years in total to get diagnosis and had to fight continuously
It was too late to know
my child is still not diognosed
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It took a long time beforean appointment was made after the initial GP referral. It then took 1 1/2 years
before a diagnosis was made. that is a long time for my childs education.
Lack of support from social services
My son was identified at birth but his first CDC appointment was 4 months later. I was not able to access
any support or services until this time as health vistors didn't seem to know anything helpful or how to
refer a child to portage.
We the parents were the one to identify the problem. It was a problem to speak or be heard by anyone.
We did not know where to go or who to speak and different parties sent us to wrong places.
It took a year from time of notifying educational psychologist to getting a statment. Child development
centre took a long time. Also he was taken to GP at age of 3 but nothing was done. It was only when he
went to nursery that they also spotted the signs I described.
My daughter attended Ryefield nursery her statement was delayed due to the incompetence of the
S.E.N at the school. This ment that she started and attended another school for 1-3 years due to family
move before having E.H.C.P and getting a place at S.R.P. I do feel that she was put under unnecessary
upset and disstress having to change school again.
Needs (down syndrome) were not picked up naturally so unprepared
My son was undergoing test to see if he had ASD and the EP said he was just lacking in social skills.
NO diagnosis till I had to take him private aged
For the first 48 hours my wife requested for a caesarian section due to her circumstance, that was
rejected, until the last minute when her labour was in serve difficulties, caesarian section rushed errors
occured. Our son lacked oxygen for the first five crucial minutes.
He seemed to be forgotten about for a year.
Quite a long time to wait for diagnosis
Had to push to have him assessed by and EP!! EP stated my son definately not dyslexic. My son had
dyslexic test in year 5 and he is!! School did not tell me results of tests. They told me he was not
dyslexic and there was no report. I found out by accident that was in fact a report and he is dyslexic.
My son is diagnosed with autism, dysprexia and sensory processing disorder. SENCO disagrees with
diagnosis and refuses any support or help. We asked for EHCP but she will not help at all.
After chasing I was offered portage and SLT groups very fast
Waiting lists are very long for referals to CDC.
My son attended Cahms in Uxbridge for a while over the course of his time in infants and it was always
dismissed that he had ASD or ADHD.

Your child’s support needs
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How does your child currently receive their support? (Please tick all that apply)

Via a social care service

5 (2.9%)

At school

88 (50.9%)

Via a statement or Education, Health and Care Plan

52 (30.1%)

Via a Health Provider

12 (6.9%)

At home

17 (9.8%)

Other

21 (12.1%)

If your child receives support at school, how satisfied are you with the following?
The level of support your child receives at school?
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That your child has had a positive experience of transition into a school setting or between
settings?

The communication you receive about your child’s progress at school?

That you are listened to and your views are considered?

That the support your child receives is making a positive difference?
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Your experience of using support services
Health Visiting

Community children’s nursing team

Portage Team

Early Support Key Working Team
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Outreach Team

Early intervention Services

Educational Psychology Service

Children with Disabilities Social Care Team
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Adults with Disabilities Social Care Team

Special Educational Needs and Disabilities, Information Advice and Support Service
(SENDIASS)

Speech and Language Therapy Team

Occupational Therapy Team
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Physiotherapy Team

Community Paediatric Service

Wheelchair Service

Sensory Intervention Team
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Children and Adolescent Mental Health Service (CAMHS)

Community Mental Health Team

Children’s Social Care Team

Family Information Service
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Young Carers Service (for siblings)

Homestart

School nursing

I have never used any of the support services: 31 responses

If you said you are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with any of the above services, please
tell us why:
Send support was awful in transitioning from nursery to reception I understand I was changing boroughs
but the experience wasn't great at all. Health visitor I feel did not contribute much at all at the beginning.
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Some devices such as portage I didn't receive. I was dissatisfied with my experience with Cfacs, my
opinions weren't listened too despite my conclusions for my younger son being correct. Waiting time to
meet with Cfacs is shocking and the lack of understanding and support wasn't worth mine or my child's
time. I receive a much better service from GOSH
I don't believe the assessment was accurate from the Educational Psychiatrist.
my son is not getting enough help and there not enough understanding for the teacher to know how to
help so my child is struggling
None of them were any help, kept passing us over to different departments saying it wasn't down to
them.. only the School nurse and Speech and language Teacher that was any help. The Sensory Team
was very good but the school does not follow what they said should be in place for him!
Health visitors don't really have any contact with us, despite me asking for it and them being sent all his
paperwork at every stage
I don't seem to get any support or advice when asked
We don't know when these people have visited the school. Many of the above services I have never
heard of
Speech and language therapy over 2 years has been a total of about 4 hours! We've had to go private
it was all poorly managed
Failed to support in their areas of responsibility which had a negative impact on my child's wellbeing and
education
Not enough SALT
Health visiting - never really engaged / supported; Ed phsy - made no attempt to follow up when my
child didn't cooperate with observations which still leave unanswered questions; SENDIASS very helpful
but under resources which has big impact when you are working to EHCP deadlines; SALT - school
SALT caseload has meant my child can't be assessed and I've been given no indication of how long this
will take; CAMHS - frankly, a child need to be throwing themselves off bridges to get any support an
approach which is storing up massive problems and costs for the future.
Poor level of service, not putting child's needs first and not using allocated resources for child.
CAMHS (My son saw a physiatrist on a regular basis since is diagnosis (ADHD) as he takes medication
which needs to be reviewed. Our Doctor left in December 2015 and now (June 2016) we still havent
been allocated a doctor. This is unacceptable.
Getting an appointment with CAHMS was almost impossible. We had a key worker but she left with no
replacement.
The Senco team at my sons school isn't keeping me informed on his progress and not enough surpport
is in place at the moment.
Not had these services
his assessments from nursery were very sloppy and we were not advised that he may have ASD, we
were made to feel like we were bad parents and he was a naughty child
Saw speech therapist only a couple of times, and they were different people.
My child was not seen by the health visitor once out of school. The level of Physiotherapy has been
scant over the years
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Because we either recieve no, minimal or inadequate support
Lack of therapy, particularly from SALT
Therapies are not being carried out at the level previously recieved
CaMHS offered very litle support or treatment options. Once we refused to medicate our son we were
dischsrged despite asking for CBT or family therapy.
My child should have support from the Speech and language therapist support as the Dr. suggested. But
the school said the SLT said he did not require it. Then who is right?
LONG WAITING FOR APPOITMENTS, AND SESSIONS ARE VERY SHORT, NOT MUCH SUPPORT
ADVICE, NO GUIDENCE HOW TO WORK AT HOME
Never used the Dissatified
Overall i am satisfied with the service. There are just a few where they have not been very timely.
No support received from anyone as child's doctor is in different borough
Many ed psych appointments cancelled
didnt felt i was being listened too, didnt think they meet all my childs needs/ was dischanged too early
from services.
lack of resources
Lack of support and difficulty accessing is a massive problem
Time consuming, not organised, not listening to parents lack of support, to diagnose autism spectrum it
takes more the. Two years to get referal from GP to CDC then seeing the Doctors and wait again for
assessments. We totally dissatisfied with entire service and support we receive.
I've asked for help so many times at my childrens school but they say they don't need a one to one
teacher in the class.
Up until recently our experience with CAHMS have been diabolical. We have a lady now working with
my son who is fantastic but was very hard work even getting her services.
Unable to access all services outside of the school
The services were too limited to give real help to a child with SEN. Too much was put onto the
mainstream school where there were limited resources and experience. Now our son is at a specialist
school he gets all the support he requires
There have been many staff changes. Continuity of care and communication is very poor
I never knew all these existed
Never new these services where available
never offered any services from them or poorly executed
I never knew about any of these service and i have a older child with the same as my youngest one
Predominantly the problem has been either i) the support as laid out in the statement were not met and
ii) some of the services are very poor
Processes take too long and in my mind are not followed up properly.
I haven't used the service, Nobody told if I have the right
Do not offer enough support/any support. Support given have had to wait too long for
CAMHS despite several referrals refused to se my child for even just an asesment
OT good service but discharges them with out addressing the issues.
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Not enough physio support. Not much S+LT. Wheel chair service do not assess + review.
We placed a request via his physiotherapist for a buggy/wheel chair in February 2015 as he had
outgrown his commercial Maclaren buggy. His application was delayed and he finally recieved a wheel
chair in April 2016
I have had to fight to get appointments, waiting is to long and I don't feel needs of my son are met
I still feel in the dark with services on offer and feel my son (although school is good with support) he
needs the EHCP plan in place
Some of the services I am unaware of others such as H.V I felt that they just wanted to rush us out. OT
take a long time to reply.
Physiotherapy: have been waiting 6 months for a standing frame wheelchair: slow and provide
inappropriate chairs and no parking at new mental health: just rely on a voluntary sector.
Slow, inefficent, lacking urgency/care. Constantly chasing for updates/appts
He needs speech and language and sensory intervention but again, school refuses any support.
SALT - just been allocated 6th Therapist-my child is only 2 years old. Also she hasn't been seen by
anyone for over 6 months.
I feel there could be more support available through Health Visitors.

Your experience of using support services
How easy was it for you to find the support your child currently receives?

With regards to the support services you currently use, please tell us to what extent you
agree or disagree with the following statements:
You and your child’s views are listened to and points raised are taken into account
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You are involved in planning your child’s support

Information provided is adequate enough for you to make informed decisions about the
support your child needs

You are actively involved in your child’s assessments

Your child’s needs are being met

You have a positive relationship with the people involved in supporting and planning
support for your child
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If you disagree or strongly disagree with any of the above statements, please tell us why.
Headteacher is quite defensive and tells me they don't have the time to give my son the additional
support I feel he needs.
We (parents) are ignored every time we talk to the school, We got told they will not follow what the
behavioural team put in place, we have never been to a meeting involving what is going to happen, the
only meetings we have been involved in was when WE called the school to talk about why they wasnt
doing anything to help with our childs needs.
I feel he needs a specialist setting which isn't avaliable for preschool age children
School do not take my son or us into any acount
The positive support we receive from professionals we have found ourselves complete different from the
way we are treated from professionals employed by the LA
Children with disabilities team are obstructive rude and even try to re diagnose children. Even reducing
a child to tears telling her to change her wheelchair to suit what they can provide.
The school are great but my daughter needs professional speech and language therapy badly which
they can't provide and the nhs s&l team aren't doing enough
I'm not consulted or updated enough
Nothing ever gets done or changed they all nod heads and agree but nothing changes
Decisions are forced upon us an lies told by professionals prevent support being provided
The whole process of getting assessed and the right support is draining. It's hard enough parenting a
child with SEN, the time and energy I have had to put into getting support which is still not the right
support, has drained me and meant I'm a worse parent to my children. It's a vicious circle. Totally
demoralising. There are lots of meetings and appointments, but I don't feel I have any say in how my
child is supported. You could argue parents have some choice re: educational setting through the EHCP
process, but the lack of spaces when specialist input is requires makes choice an illusion.
The attitude of the so called "professionals" are poor
SENCO is rude and has not communicated with me for 2 years
Regarding the educational services I don't feel my son is understood I feel as though he is a nuisance to
the School. And of course I am unhappy with the support from CAMHS. Also I feel as though you are left
to find your way when a diagnosis is made.
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There seems to be no planning of support across services. Reports don't get sent out unless I hassle for
them. Every time I raise any concerns I am not listened to or involved in any way.
Because I've told them my son needs extra help and is struggling to do homework.
the process of diagnosis was good but we've now been left to get on with it, i have tried to work with the
school and although his current teather is great it feels like his senco is quite dismissive and won't tailor
any support to his specific needs. there is definately NOT enough support for the schools to deal with
children with complex needs and my child is very stressed, anxious and has a very low self asteem
since starting school, there is defaintely not enough understanding at Harlyn of high functioning ASD &
ADHD, they have also advised that because they have so many children with special needs they can't
cope and he can't have the extra support they admit he needs and that they could and hsould provide
The support from childrens to adults services is vast. My daughter it not recieving any where near the
support she needs
The school Senco does not support the teachers enough and equip them with the skills to enable them
to support my son. No iep with targets that are reviewed. SENCO has admitted that she has not
observed in class once this year to see if any of his teachers ase following the suggested teachiung
strategies to support him.
HE NEEDS MORE SPEECH AND AND LANGUAGE THERAPY, WHICH IS NOT PROVIDED,
SENSORY INTERGARTION THERAPIES WAITING FORE THEN A YEAR
Once my son starts the Special needs school i am sure this will change
My son does not get any help at scho
school and civic center dont listen to what i say . Civic center doesnt like to spend out money to give a
full education thats needed and services met.I feel like am on the phone 24/7 tryimg to get things done
from the school
I'm told and that's that
We are dissatisfied with entire base of system which is entirely time consuming and weaste of public
fund.
My son has been on reduced hours since last December. We are waiting for him to go to a specialist
school but it has taken from January until now to get his plan done. Now I am finding that the schools I
am visiting now are all full. It has been agreed that he needs a specialist setting so why are more places
not available? It feels like everyone I talk to and everyone involved just keeps passing the buck and it is
a constant struggle. The only ones suffering in this is my son and being a single parent (widowed) I feel
like I am battling every day.
Only get support from the school. I have not been able to see anybody from the council team for the last
6 years
Sometimes my views regarding my child are pushed aside and made to feel inadequate and
unimportant
This is all so positive due to the amazing provision at More House School
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Communication is poor and experts do not always listen to those that understand the needs of the child
as a parent does. Resources always seem to be an issue when providing what is needed.
He doesn't get enough support
Probably a lack of resources, bad training / non-existent training, failed promises, decisions made
around budgets and not individuals, high turnover of staff, austerity, poor communication, dishonesty, no
sharing of information, no listening, personal agendas, laziness, incompetence, general chaos of
disparate services that are impossible to navigate and understand, complacency, failure to learn from
mistakes, out of date policies and procedures, closed door culture of secrecy and back-covering, lack of
effective reforms, a failure to move into the 21st century.
No flexibility
I received just letters, I don't haver access to speak with people
As I said before due to Ryefield school S.E.N delayed for over 1 year my daughter getting the support
she needed.
I feel some services and needs dissapoint
I have asked on nemerous occasions about assessment for my children. No response. I don't know
what is actually going on day to day/where they are at
I feel my son need more support then just school teaching assistant of 4 children. EHCP plan was
rejected even though school says my son will need extra support
Wheelchair and mental health and physio needs not being met
It took a long time before my childs needs were met. Assessments were incorrect.
SENCO needs re-training on supporting children with hidden disabilities - we have two autistic boys.

With regards to how the support you have received has improved you and your child’s
lives, please tell us to what extent you agree with the following statements:
The support my child received has made a positive difference to my child’s life.

The support my child receives has improved my child’s relationship with their family
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The support my child receives has improved my child’s relationships with other children

The support my child receives has led to my child being more successful at school

The support my child receives has improved my relationship with my child

The support my child receives has improved my child’s life chances and outcomes for the
future

If you disagree or strongly disagree with any of the statements above, please tell us why.
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The input at home has improved our relationship.
He improved for a short time while the school implemented what the support team told them to, then
when the school stopped he very quickly reverted to his meltdowns, he has extra leasons to help with all
his subjects and another to help him socialise with other children. BUT if the school actually did what the
behavioural team has told them to do then YES it would of made a difference to him, it did in the short
time the school did put the things in place!
I has a parent have found why to improve my child live at home .the school as done nothing to support
us
Any improvements in behaviour and relationships are down to our hard work not the help he receives at
school
That's from the school setting and outreach services. I could also answer strongly disagree with the
children with disabilities team.
The private therapy and help from school have had these effects
We already had a loving family nerwork
Camhs helped with her confidence and that was it.
I don't know how my son is doing at school academically
My son received just the One to One support in the School,
mine & my child's relationship has always been strong
Support refused constantly as was EHCP assessment so had no choice but to pull my child from school
and home educate. Physical and emotional abuse from teachers and children at school was ignored and
my child's safety was compromised.
LD and life chances ?
My child is educated in a school prep cupboard used to store art material. He gets 1:1 support because
he needs it in the environment he's in to keep him, and others, safe, but this means he is not receiving
anything like a rounded educations, adequate input from a trained teacher or opportunities to develop
relationships with peers and learn to better interaction.
Because support was not adequate or sufficient enough in the first place
the support he had from PT was good, but no support for 5 years
As said before I feel he is misunderstood, I feel the teachers are not properly trained to deal with
children with ADHD as alot is focused on Autisum and ADHD is pushed to the side. They have not taken
the time to understand how the child feels.
Support does not seem to be available without a statement, and i am told that Hillingdon no longer issue
statements. this leaves families in a very difficult position.
the school are twrrible and have systematically bulliyed my child for her disability
I have no problems with the service I receive from Camhs but Senco at school isn't very good.i ha e
asked for a meeting as I don't feel they are helping my child
being at school has had a massively adverse reaction to his confidence, reports received from school
and the psycholgist shows that he exhibits strong anxiety at school and doesn't get the support he
needs, he very rarely wants to go to school, his condition compels him to ask a lot of questions which
aren't always managed by school so he gets very stressed out. he is very behind with his learning
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OccupAtional therapy is the only support service my child has used. It improved his physical capabilities
well but I therefore cannot agree with the other statements
I believe he should be getting more encouragement so he can progress more
Apart from support for my child as a single parent I have not got even one hour of support which I am
entitled. Hillingdon do not adequately support the people who need it the most. But those who have no
complex needs can sit at home and get well everything
The support she recieves has made her move backwards at leadt ten years. She was reaching goals
steadily. Then when changed to college was expected to suddenly change plans and for her to
underdtand what was requested of her. After ten years of working on switches she was moved on to a
bell. Her needs for simple equipment has been over looked and she has suffered in this.
The school are not adequately suppporting him.
MY CHILD DIDNT RECIVE MUCH SUPPORT
School did those things
Although my son receives help from school, it comes mainly from his class teacher rather than the
SENCO. Things have been difficult with him recently but there doesn't seem to be anywhere to get help
Once my son is in a Special needsa school from Sept 2016 I am sure this will change.
The school has been a positive change for my son. The authorities did nothing till the very end when
time was running out.
Terminal illness
Still awaiting go assessment of appropriate support. School struggling to keep him safe and meet his
needs
My son does not get any support at school
my child is on a reduced time table not getting an educatiom or learning life skills as main steam schools
dont teach nor have the time to teach life skills
no problem with relationship
The System is failing us!!!!
My child have not receive any kind of support for his positive achievements. That is why I am shocked
that why my son do not receive the same support as you have mentioned.
Some services have been invaluable this year for my son. Some have been a waste of time.
The support he gets is not satisfactory. If he will get proper support he would be a better person
My child is not in school and the support I refer to is not this type of support
Only limited OT sessions which often started late due to other users arriving late. School did not follow
OT plan. Sessions rushed.
I have mainly put disagree because I feel it is to early to tell at this stage.
My daughter has a multitude of conditions and it is trying to find a balance of support to improve her
quality of life. She is unable to communicate which is frustrating for us all.
Fell some needs are not met
Until I feel my son is secure in his extra help I will not feel at ease. I have no help/support in how to
make things easier at home
As yet the long term impact is difficult to assess
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Support is usually for 20mins to half an hour they explain what to do and my family follow and act on it
that has helped our son.
The support received has never affected my relationship with him. We have a very close/strong/open
relationship so no impact at all!! And as for future outcomes: who knows! Bascially I feel he was let
down by the school and EP
School/SENCO refuse to acknowledge his disability. Any support is refused. SENCO should not be
doing their job as children are being failed and held back in their education.
My son still struggles in social skills and is currently awaiting a transition to a specialist school. It has
een a long and lengthy process.

The Council’s Local Offer
Have you read the council’s local offer?

Are you aware of the council’s local offer website?

Have you used the Local Offer website?
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How easy was it for you to use the website?

Did you find the information you were looking for?

If you said no, please tell us what information you were looking for.
I wasn't looking for any information. I had been asked to fill in the survey.
I never knew about this!!!!!
I was trying to find out what help is and isnt available for me and my family. But just got a random list of
stuff, including childminders etc and no actual useful information
Information on what service they can offer and what level they can offer. All it currently is is what I can
already use google for.
I am looking sports for my son, he need make something because Is a bit fat. My economic situation is
bad. I wouldd like to get any help for that
The search never brings up what I'm looking for
was just browsing it.
Not easy to navigate website
I want to find out about statements / ehcps and how to request an assessment.
My first time knowing of the website
Information on local therapies eg OT, SALT
I have not used that website
Never informed before
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Useless side
Individual support for specific needs
clubs/activities for more severe children - everything is mainstream in the local offer!!!
Never heard of it
Search is very poor. Service one wrongly classified, Not user friendly enough
Did not even know about this
I do not know what this is.
Totally inadequate for a concered parent who has a diagnosis of a particular condition e.g hearing loss
Never heard of "Local Offer" which goes back to my last question of no support
I didn't know the "Local offer" existed. No one told me about it
Not completed on-line
I didn't know anything about this
I was unaware of the local offer_LA
This is the first I have heard of Councils local offer.
I had not seen the web addresss before. Now I know, I will have a look.
It is very unclear what is/isn't available for who. Needs improvement; in order to be useful. I went on
there looking for additional help/support but didn't find anything clear.

Do you have any suggestions for how we could improve the local offer or the local offer
website?
No
I found out more about the local offer after attending a workshop at the civic the parent groupo made
this clear otherwise I may not have found it
I haven't looked into the Local Offer yet.
you could give the leaflets to the schools or tell them to send out the link to the parents with Special
Needs Children
Have a clear cut way to see what help we are entitled to
Actually care about it not just do the bare minimum to meet government targets.
Inform the people, via e-mail, websiter, Public Library, School etc
Advise parents of it's existance
Make it easier to search.
More infromation on child care offer for SEND
Put the child first!!
Let people know about it!
The website seems to just be a list of schools and links which don't go anywhere.
without this survey I would be none the wiser, perhaps it should be provided on a child's Hillingdon card
It has a lot of irrelevant information on it and its very difficult to navigate
More local facilities for 18 plus. ECHP to be followed
make it clearer and easier to navigate/search. have a clear list of schools that offer SRP within the
borough
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email updates of new news
I have not used it
Improve the time scale for seeing a child
Grant the support to allow early intervention stop making everything so challenging
More funding for educational institute
As my daughter goes to school out of borough I feel we slip through the net in terms of information and
get some via bucks council that doesn't apply to us living in Hillingdon
help and support needs to be better advertised inforned about there services.. I have never even heard
of this website
Let us know about them and what it is
Inform parents of it's existance and how to utilise it
Workshops to explain use
Publicize the website first and get it active
Actually put things only relating to special needs, so that parents don't have to ring around loads of
unhlepful mainstream services, that won't hear about having children with disabilities!!!
I didn't know anything about this
Make sure people are aware of it
They should state things clear
Numerous but they was ignored by LBH at the time.
More ASD units in mainstream schools. More OT budget, more mental health support
N/A - Publicity/promote audience
There should be a category send section that you can click into and find out more about your personal
concerns whether it's for ADHA, hearing loss, SEBD. Nothing there tells me about my direct concern
about support available with deaf children.
Not aware of it-but will take a look now.
Clear information about what is available for our individual circumstances.

Do you have any suggestions on how we can improve services for children and young
people with special educational needs and disabilities?
Reduce the waiting times for services - speed up the writing of statements and plans it takes far too long
when a child is struggling
Employ more support workers. Or even better, train the teachers how to support those with special
needs. The number of ASD diagnosis' is going up but no additional support.
teacher need more help to understand different children needs
I think your service work well IF and WHEN the school implements what has been told to them to do. My
child HAS been let down every step of the way From Health visitors to the GP to the School. The
Schools should be fined if they have been told things should be in place for a child and they refuse to do
it! My child isnt the only one what has been let down by the school not wanting to follow instuctions!
More support at home. Respite for families
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More resources at camhs
The Council know the child with disability, should be good send letters by post, send e-mail, the school
must know and lets us know as well the service of the Council
Give parents/Carers with SEND children as much information from the very start so they know where &
how to get the help they need. Most people find out via other parents
Listen to parents concerns. Assess and provide support for children who desperately deserve it. Punish
schools and professionals who actively block support and lie to make it appear they are providing
support when they don't.
Less repetitive paperwork, easier access to named social worker.
more awareness of FASD and referal advice for adoptive parents
See above. The lack of resources/ choice over setting is at the bottom of lots of the issues. Unless that's
addressed you are just making a dent in the issue eg targets to earlier diagnosis of ASD are really
important and have shifted resources. Great, but try and get a follow up appointment at the CDC!
Hire professionals who give a dam
I am unaware of the services we maybe able to access. Having been given a diagnosis we were
referred to 2 charities and told to go back to the Dr if things got worse. I am unsure what services and
support we maybe able to access from the council.
Understanding the disabilities of the child (understanding how they feel and why they act the way they
do)
Helping families access the services they need instead of being told that nothing is available would be a
good start.
Children with autism who dont like loud noise should not have to share services with adhd children as
this makes my son totally avoid outside help
explain more about what is available and what to do next after diagnosis as quite often parents are
confused and felt left alone
Help and support to be given on time
follow up meetings, more support for schools, bigger budgets! more and more children are being
diagnosed with SEN, these are children that will be our future and need the strong foundation to make
sure they are not ignored, they can make a difference!
Parents identification of their child's difficulties are still not taken as seriously as professionals concerns.
I do not know how this could be improved
None
Educate parents on where they can get help for their children with learning difficulties
No
Inclusion, out reach programs with shared placements at two schools if ness to meet all the child's
needs
More therapy within schools. Increasing the provision for special needs by providing units (SRPs) within
primary and secondary schools in the North of the borough.
More plus 18 services locally
More visibility in mainstream inclusion schools perhaps
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Have enough specialist services eg OT, SALT, EP's to cut waiting times. have specialists to support
schools especially for dyslexia and offer dyslexia assessments for diagnosis to happen
Improve communication
PLEASE MAKE APPOITMENTS AVAILABLE FOR THERAPIES, TRAIN TEACHER TO BE MORE
AWARE IN AUTISM
inform/update all schools
It would be helpful if parents with children over 5 years old have a place they can go to seek help or talk
to professionals about the challenges they face with their children
Make the service alot quicker
Exclude the doctor in different borough restrictions to service
Offer more support in schools
listen to the parents more, give more towards life skills and communcation skills
Early diagnosis and specialist support in schools. Too many LSAs do not have the qualifications
required to support children within mainstream school
Grant the support to allow early intervention
You need to meet with each child parents and find out about thier needs and after listening to their
needs you can make a good decision without cutting educational funds.
Nope
Teachers in mainstream schools should all be trained in SEN. More services and specialist schools
need to be provided.
Send someone from the council to ehic review at the school as I haven't seen anyone for 6 years
By having specialists with post graduate qualifications in at least 1 school in each area. The children
who have SPLD can be given early intervention and the right support without the parents having to fight
for it which can take valuable years
Better communication between all service providers and more resources for those children that are
outside set criterias
People should be aware of these services
Having more understanding regarding how hard I is to get a ehp your have to fight to get help for your
child with special educational needs
more understanding and training to all teachers.. professionals who diagnose children should be brought
up to date and trained in help and diagnosis for PDA, pathological demand avoidance which is an
autistic spectrum disorder yet never assesed for here.
Let everyone with child with needs know about this
Several, however, far too many to be entered into this box.
Provide more options for post school
We should receive more information about Council servicea
Work with parents more and listen to them. The system should not be complicated and it should also not
feel like you are in a deep battle when you are trying to access support for your child.
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Train teachers and TA's in special needs and importance of following OT plans. Stop teachers and TAs
abusing children with SEN and labelling them as badly behaved. Stop schools blaming bad parenting for
children's SEN. Stop schools refusing to test for dyslexia and applying for EHCP when parents request.
Consult fully with families and school services before changing or removing services
Listen and try hard to understand individual challenges. May require a lot more patience
I have found that there are more choices for children over the age of 8. Younger children with disabilities
are not catered for to the same level.
We spoke to the school and the GP. None of them gave us a clue about such service.
Schools should be inspected separately for mainstream and SEND resource dept (ofsted). As schools
performance does not reflect the performance of resource bases.
It should be easier to access information and getting your child the help they need. I have always found
that I have had to chase up proffesionals for appointments and to get the ball rolling
Maybe get parents together with children who have send to help one another understand the needs of
their children with professional people
Warrender needs a senco that can give more time to each child
More available counselling services
More help on home life
No do a lot already
Need to know future plan more in advance
A lot of the services that I am entitled to access are not advertised and were difficult to find. This
information should be more readily available and offered to you once diagnosis as supportive info.
Needs more money, time, skilled people. More support in school.
SENCO should be trained to recognise and accept children/diagnosis of hidden disabilities e.g. autism,
dysprexia, sensory processing dissorder.
Inform paediatricians involved with care, as while I am satisfied with service, in the first year of my
child's life, we received little advice and was not aware of help available.
Try and retain staff i.e. SALT, so that there is continuity of care. Children with SEN need familiarity.
Portage was amazing for us, but unfortunately ends once at pre school. It would be fantastic if this was
available for longer.
It would be good if more mainstream schools offered training for their teachers and T.A.'s on ASD/ADHD
or other disabilities, many do not understand.

Would you be interested in being involved with the Council and its education and health
partners to improve services in the future?
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Your contact details
[Redacted]
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